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A Low-Power Robust Easily Cascaded
PentaMTJ-Based Combinational

and Sequential Circuits
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Abstract— Advanced computing systems embed spintronic
devices to improve the leakage performance of conventional
CMOS systems. High speed, low power, and infinite endurance
are important properties of magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ),
a spintronic device, which assures its use in memories and logic
circuits. This paper presents a PentaMTJ-based logic gate, which
provides easy cascading, self-referencing, less voltage headroom
problem in precharge sense amplifier and low area overhead
contrary to existing MTJ-based gates. PentaMTJ is used here
because it provides guaranteed disturbance free reading and
increased tolerance to process variations along with compatibility
with CMOS process. The logic gate is validated by simulation
at the 45-nm technology node using a VerilogA model of the
PentaMTJ.

Index Terms— Counter, magnetic logic gate, magnetic tunnel
junction (MTJ), magnetoresistance, nonvolatile logic devices,
PentaMTJ, precharge sense amplifier (PCSA), spintronics.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPINTRONICS has been under extensive research because
of nonvolatility, infinite endurance, and low power [1].

The spin is employed for storing information and the charge
for its processing. It has the potential to replace CMOS
logic and memory [2]. In deep submicrometer, scaling of
CMOS causes the leakage power to dominate over all other
power components [3]. Digital signals are represented in
conventional CMOS logic by the presence or absence of
electrical charge in terms of voltage VDD or ground. However,
in spintronics, digital signals are represented by up and down
spin of electron. In recent years, researchers have developed
spintronic devices, such as magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs),
which operates on the principle of tunnel magnetoresis-
tance (TMR) [4]. An MTJ is composed of two ferromagnetic
layers separated by an oxide layer with the capability to
improve the performance of CMOS logic circuit in terms of
power dissipation, area required, and interconnection delay [5].
It can also be easily fabricated using 3-D backend integration
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Fig. 1. Structure of PentaMTJ with two pinned layers (TPL and BPL) and
one free layer.

process, which is compatible with CMOS process, without any
area overhead [6].

Several types of logic gates using MTJ are reported in the
literature. The dual properties of MTJ, namely, processing
and storage, help to reduce the memory and interconnect
delay/power [7] needed to store the processed data back
into memory. Although reported magnetic logic gates help in
reducing power and delay but they have many drawbacks.
In [8], a magnetic XOR gate comprising of six MTJs and
transistors is presented. Its area requirement is less but as
the number of MTJ increases, the writing energy also rises,
which is a serious limitation of hybrid circuit consisting of
MTJ and CMOS. In [9], the logic gate would require additional
circuitry to convert the voltage signals to the current signal of
sufficient magnitude for writing the MTJ of the subsequent
stage leading to an increase in delay, power consumption, and
area. Lyle et al. [10] designed a logic gate with only one
output MTJ that can realize logic operation by selecting proper
preset, i.e., initial state and operating voltage. Moreover, the
author has implemented only linear logic like NAND, NOR,
and majority function. If a nonlinear logic like two-input
XOR/XNOR were to be implemented using NAND/NOR, respec-
tively, then the output would be obtained in three stages.
Friedman et al. [11] and Horowitz and Hill [12] proposed a
spin-diode logic family and CMOS logic gate, respectively,
in which the static power dissipation was more than the
writing power dissipation. This is due to the requirement of
constant VDD supply for nodes of spin-diode and leakage-
power dissipation in CMOS at the nanoscale, respectively.

A PentaMTJ is composed of two pinned ferromagnetic
layers and one free layer. In between the pinned layer and
the free layer, MgO (insulating oxide) is used, as shown
in Fig. 1. Two resistance states, like in conventional MTJ,
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namely, one is a parallel state and the other is an antiparallel
state. It is also effectively used in the realization of
memory. Huda and Sheikholeslami [13] proposed a novel
PentaMTJ-based Spin Transfer Torque-Magnetic Random
Access Memory for disturbance free reading. We have also
presented a PentaMTJ-based Ternary Content Addressable
Memory with less delay and search power [14].

PentaMTJ-based realization of digital circuits has many
advantages. First, PentaMTJ-based magnetic logic gates do
not require referencing circuit due to the presence of two
pinned layers with opposite spin orientations (self-referencing)
contrary to MTJ. Second, no extra hardware is needed for
complementary outputs due to the presence of precharge sense
amplifier (PCSA) for sensing. Third, the output of a spintronic
device is directly sensed by the PCSA so there is no need to
initialize the state of the output MTJ for sensing. The sensing
power consumption is reduced and the speed is enhanced due
to the use of PCSA as sense amplifier because it turns ON

only for a short duration during the transitions. Finally, ease of
cascading is the greatest contribution of our proposed magnetic
logic gate because the output of the gate and the programming
signal of PentaMTJ are both voltage signals.

This paper is organized into six sections. Section II
describes the PentaMTJ and logic in memory architecture.
Section III covers the design of three basic logic gates and
implementation of XOR/XNOR along with simulation result to
validate its functionality. Section IV discusses the cascading of
logic gate with the help of a 3-bit Gray counter as an example
and also its simulation results. Section V computes the energy
and delay in writing and sensing followed by the conclusion
in Section VI.

II. STATE OF THE ART

A. PentaMTJ

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the PentaMTJ which comprises
of two pinned layers: 1) top pinned layer (TPL) and 2) bottom
pinned layer (BPL). The magnetization of two pinned layers
is in opposite direction and is fixed. In this paper, 1 state is
assigned when TPL (pinned 1) is parallel to the free layer and
0 state when BPL (pinned 2) is parallel to the free layer. The
proposed structure of PentaMTJ, presented in [13], needs less
current for writing as compared with the conventional MTJ.
It requires current only for converting antiparallel to parallel
state for one stack, the other stack automatically comes into
antiparallel state. Moreover, PentaMTJ provides guaranteed
disturbance free reading and increases the tolerance to process
variation as per the only reference available in the literature on
PentaMTJ [13]. The effect of process variation of one stack
is nullified by another stack in case of PentaMTJ contrary
to two different MTJs whose process variations degrade the
performance [15]. Actually, no experimental data is available
for the double barrier and therefore, we have assumed that
the single barrier model is also valid for a double barrier
for TMR ratio. However, the dual pinned layer with single
free layer structure of PentaMTJ has already been verified by
micromagnetic simulation in [16].

PentaMTJ has lower resistance than the conventional MTJ
because it works well for small value of oxide thickness

Fig. 2. (a) Block diagram of logic gates using PentaMTJ. (b) Writing, state
detection, and amplification using PCSA of PentaMTJ cell.

compared with MTJ [13]. The spin-transfer torque using
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) would greatly
reduce the required switching voltage due to the absence of the
easy-plane anisotropy term found in in-plane devices which
increases the switching voltage without contributing to the
activation energy [17].

B. Logic in Memory

The logic-in-memory architecture, shown in Fig. 2, is
composed of three parts: 1) PCSA for sensing the difference
between the two states of resistance; 2) PentaMTJ logic;
and 3) PentaMTJ writing cell. PCSA (as shown in Fig. 2)
is a dynamic logic circuit having two phases, namely, a
precharge phase and an evaluation phase. The discharging of
both branches of PCSA depends upon their relative resistances
such that the low-resistance branch discharges the output node
capacitance more rapidly that cuts off the other branch because
of the cross-coupled PCSA structure. The low-resistance
branch pulls down toward ground and the high-resistance
branch pulls up toward VDD. The importance of PCSA is
described in [14] and [18]. It has low read disturbance
and dynamic sensing capabilities that decrease delay. In the
proposed logic gates, simultaneous precharging and writing
in PentaMTJ are possible. The writing path of PentaMTJ
and the precharging path of PCSA are separated by nMOS
transistors MN2 and MN3. During precharging, CLK is
low which disconnects the upper half from the lower half,
i.e., precharging of PCSA at the time of writing leads to less
delay as well as improved design. Stacking and high process-
voltage-temperature (PVT) variations in case of conventional
MTJ in deep submicrometer [19] cause severe resistance
mismatch that will also lead to PCSA failure in MTJ/CMOS
hybrid logic circuits. Due to single stacking of transistor in our
proposed PCSA-based gate and low-PVT variation in case of
PentaMTJ [13], the proposed logic gates are immune to these
two limitations of PCSA.

The writing of PentaMTJ is done in only one direction
(from antiparallel to parallel state). The writing phase begins
by connecting the free layer to VDD by enabling CLK. D and
D_bar determine in which stack the parallel writing needs to be
done. An nMOS MN6 ensures efficient writing in PentaMTJ
and discharging of PCSA because during discharging of
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Fig. 3. XOR/XNOR gates using PentaMTJ.

Fig. 4. Simulation result of XOR/XNOR gate.

PCSA, it turns OFF. Hence, the discharging of PCSA only
happens through the PentaMTJ and not through the writing
transistors.

III. LOGIC GATES USING PENTAMTJ

Logic gates act as basic building blocks for both
combinational and sequential circuits. The basic structure of
PentaMTJ-based logic gate is divided into three parts, as
shown in Fig. 2 and described in Section II. Fig. 3 shows the
PentaMTJ-based XOR/XNOR logic gates. For different logic
gates, different writing circuitry is required but the sensing
portion remains identical. Therefore, the information is stored
in the pinned layers using series or parallel combinations
of transistors as per the logic. Storing logic in PentaMTJ
is designed such that for storing 1, all logic combinations
with high output are combined and the net expression is
evaluated using K -map and for storing 0, the complement
of the expression is evaluated. Fig. 4 shows the simulation
results of logic gates with both normal and complementary
outputs. A and B are the two inputs, 0 output corresponds to
the discharging of PCSA whereas 1 means no discharging for
normal output. The evaluation phase begins after precharging
the outputs of the PCSA to VDD using the clock CLK.

IV. 3-bit GRAY COUNTER

Sequential logic circuits differ from combinational logic
circuits as the output of a sequential logic circuit depends
upon both the previous output (present state) and the present
input. A 3-bit Gray counter is a sequential circuit whose

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of 3-bit Gray counter using PentaMTJ.

successive states differ in only one digit [12]. The present state
in a sequential circuit like Gray counter is stored in flip-flops,
which is very power consuming under standby condition.
Use of MTJ/PentaMTJ in a sequential circuit is beneficial
because in case of unintentional shutdown, the counter can be
restored from its previous state instead of its initial state. The
previous state is restored from PentaMTJ within few hundred
picoseconds. In the Gray counter, PCSA is used for sensing
to generate the next state, PentaMTJ for present state storage
and the writing circuitry to assign the next state to the present
state.

Fig. 5 shows the circuit diagram of a 3-bit Gray counter
comprising of three PentaMTJs for storage, three PCSAs
for sensing, and a writing circuit according to the charac-
teristic (1). An , Bn , and Cn are the stored outputs (present
state) whereas An+1, Bn+1, and Cn+1 signify the next state
which is to be stored in a PentaMTJ. It starts operating by
writing in PentaMTJ using the clock CLKW with a pulsewidth
of 1.5 ns. To accomplish the writing in PentaMTJ in 1.5 ns, a
clock CLKW with 2-ns time period and 1.5-ns pulsewidth is
generated. The precharging and then sensing are performed
when CLKW is high (500 ps) using a short duration low
CLK (300 ps) pulse followed by a short duration high CLKR
pulse (200 ps). The same process is repeated until the counter
stops. It may be noted that nMOS MN2 and MN3, as shown
in Fig. 2, are not used in the Gray counter because the writing
and precharging are not done simultaneously. The writing is
done according to the previous state and, therefore, precharg-
ing and writing are not done at the same time. Fig. 6 shows
the simulation results with An+1 being the least significant bit
and Cn+1, the most significant bit

An+1 = Bn ⊕ Cn

Bn+1 = AnCn + An Bn

Cn+1 = AnCn + An Bn. (1)

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The self referencing property of the PentaMTJ is useful
in decreasing the area overhead because of its differential
nature. The switching current density in PMA is directly
proportional to the magnetization, anisotropy field, and the
thickness of the free layer. The thermal stability factor � of
MTJ/PentaMTJ governs the data retention capability of the
digital logic. In case of PentaMTJ, for � = 43, the retention
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Fig. 6. Simulation result of Gray counter.

TABLE I

PARAMETERS FOR POWER MEASUREMENT

time is 10 years [13]. It is possible to decrease � further as the
required retention time is less in case of logic circuits [20]. The
switching time delay is inversely proportional to the writing
current [21], [22].

Zhang et al. [20] proved that the switching delay can be
0.5 ns for a particular voltage or current and in [23] it has
been experimentally found to be 1 ns for a digital logic system.
In our proposed PentaMTJ-based Gray counter, the switching
delay is assumed to be 1.5 ns and the writing energy is
computed for this delay. The time period of the clock for the
Gray counter is taken as 2 ns which corresponds to a frequency
of 500 MHz. The sensing time of the PCSA is assumed to be
500 ps during which both precharging and sensing take place.
It is possible to further increase the frequency of operation
of the Gray counter by either reducing the switching time or
by increasing the writing current which will cause the write
energy to go up. Table I gives the parameters used for the
computation of writing and sensing energies.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF PENTAMTJ AND CMOS-BASED LOGIC GATE

IN TERMS OF NUMBER OF TRANSISTORS

TABLE III

ENERGY AND DELAY ANALYSIS OF XOR LOGIC GATE

TABLE IV

ENERGY AND DELAY ANALYSIS OF GRAY COUNTER

It can also be inferred from Table II that the
PentaMTJ-based Gray counter requires less number of tran-
sistors compared with MTJ-based Gray counter because of
additional writing circuitry requirement in case of MTJ [9].
Table III gives the values of energy dissipation and delay
during writing and sensing for XOR logic gate realized using
PentaMTJ, MTJ [9], and MTJ [8], respectively. The writing in
the proposed PentaMTJ-based logic gate requires less energy
as compared with MTJ [10] because only one PentaMTJ is
to be programmed. Moreover, in MTJ [8], six MTJs are to
be programmed for comparison. The sensing delay is more
in the proposed logic gate because of the presence of extra
MN3 and MN4 transistors in the sensing path. However, these
extra transistors enable simultaneous precharging and efficient
writing that reduces errors. It is clear from Table IV that
the proposed magnetic Gray counter consumes less writing
power as compared with [9] because only three PentaMTJs
are required and no intermediate circuitry is needed for con-
version. It is also evident from Table IV that the overall energy
consumption (sensing and writing) of MTJ-based Gray counter
is much more than the proposed Gray counter. As compared
with CMOS logic, the proposed magnetic logic gates consume
more power and delay in writing but this logic gate consumes
little static power which is a major power contributor along
with the interconnect power at the nanoscale.

VI. CONCLUSION

The attractive features of MTJ/PentaMTJ-based CMOS
logic are low static power, short interconnect delay,
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and effective power gating because of nonvolatility.
PentaMTJ-based logic decreases the area overhead by
removing the intermediate circuitry needed for conversion of
voltage to current or current to voltage. Moreover, no initial
condition is required for performing the logic operation and
self referencing property removes the extra MTJs used for
referencing. PentaMTJ also provides guaranteed disturbance
free reading and increased tolerance to process variations due
to its differential nature.
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